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1. Topic 1 - Status of the Middle East 
1.1. Executive Summary 
In recent history, it is impossible to identify a time where tensions have been higher in the                 

Middle East. The Six-Day War has come to a bloody conclusion, and world leaders seem to be                 

turning a blind eye to the diplomatic disaster that has developed in the region. It is of the utmost                   

pertinence that this body focuses on facilitating order in the region and ensuring peace in this                

difficult time. 
 

1.2. Historical Background 
The 1967 Six-Day War humiliated the      

nations of Egypt, Jordan, and Syria as       

Israel slaughtered over 20,000 enemy     

troops with only about 1,000 fatalities of       

their own. Israel seized the Sinai      

Peninsula, the Gaza Strip, the West      

Bank, and the Golan Heights with      

remarkable ease. Egypt’s leader Gamal     

Abdel Nasser resigned in disgrace and      

Arab defeat has echoed throughout the      

entire region. 

 

1.2.1. Rising Tensions 

The Six-Day War was the devastating result of years of extremely high tensions between Israel               

and its surrounding Arab nations of Egypt, Jordan, and Syria. These high tensions can be               

traced back to the UN’s establishment of the State of Israel in 1947 and the First Israeli-Arab                 

war that immediately followed the signing of their Declaration of Independence in 1948. 

 

The First Israeli-Arab War of 1948 was instigated by the Arabs in protest of the United Nations                 

Partition Plan for Palestine. The Palestinian Arabs and the surrounding Arab nations despised             

the territorial plan that claimed the Jewish people had no right to their land and must be expelled                  
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from it entirely. Israel became victorious in this armed conflict and kept the rights to their land                 

under the partition plan as well as additional land originally allotted to the Arabs.  

Tensions only worsened during the Suez Crisis of 1956, also known as the Second Israeli-Arab               

War. Israel, along with Great Britain and France, invaded Egypt to regain control of the Suez                

Canal. The invasion came shortly after newly instated Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser             

nationalized the canal. Both Egypt and Israel incurred many fatalities during the short-lived             

conflict. International pressure forced a ceasefire, and Israel was able to trade and ship though               

the Straits of Tiran. The UN Emergency Force (UNEF) was deployed to patrol the Egypt-Israeli               

border and ensure peace. However, Egypt's defense and the quick ceasefire made Nasser             

appear strong and was a huge political victory for him. President Nasser quickly rose in               

popularity, influence, and confidence. Tensions between Israel and Egypt were rising quickly,            

and Nasser’s rhetoric leading up to the Six-Day War only fueled the fire. 

 

President Nasser said the following at rallies and other public events: 

 

● “The immediate aim: perfection of Arab military might. The national aim: the eradication             

of Israel.” -Nasser, 1965 

 

● “Our basic objective will be the destruction of Israel.” -Nasser, 1967 

 

● "We will not accept any ... coexistence with Israel.” -Nasser, 1967

 

   President Nasser (Palestine Day, 1967) 

 

1.2.2. Troop Movements 

Following false USSR intel that Israel was sending large amounts of military personnel to the               

Syrian border in northern Israel, Nasser decided it was the perfect time to act. Nasser sent                

troops to the Sinai Peninsula along Israel’s southern border on May 16, 1967. On May 19,                

Nasser took out UNEF forces in multiple areas of the region and overtook the Straits of Tiran,                 

essentially freezing all Israeli shipping. By May 23, all Israeli shipping through the Straits was               

cut off. On May 30, Egypt signed a defense pact with Jordan and Syria, fully gearing up for war.                   

In less than two weeks time, Egypt had fully mobilized themselves into an offensive position. 
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Israeli policy at the time stated that any closure of the Straits of Tiran would be considered an                  

act of war, and they followed through. By June 4, Israel had made the decision to go to war and                    

by the next day, it had begun. Israel decided to launch a surprise air attack titled Operation                 

Focus.  

 

1.2.3. Conflict 

On June 5, Israel began a series of preemptive military airstrikes in the Sinai Peninsula,               

targeting primarily Egyptian airfields. By midday, 80% of the Egyptian air force was destroyed.              

In a desperate scramble, Egypt tried to rally their Arab neighbors to join the war effort. Syria,                 

Jordan, and Iraq quickly entered the scene, but their airfields were destroyed soon thereafter. At               

this point, Arab defeat was almost certain due to Israeli air superiority. The next day, Israel                

launched ground attacks in the Golan Heights and West Bank to counter the Jordanian, Syrian,               

and Iraqi armies while simultaneously advancing on the Egyptians in the Sinai Peninsula. It did               

not take long for President Nasser to order a full evacuation of the Sinai Peninsula. All parties                 

agreed to a ceasefire on June 11. 
 

1.2.4. Result and Fallout 

Israel celebrated their victory nationwide. Israel had now fully acquired the Golan Heights, the              

West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and the entire Sinai Peninsula (including the Suez Canal and full                

control of the Straits of Tiran). The humiliation from the war loss forced Gamal Abdel Nasser to                 

resign as Egypt’s president in shame. 
 

1.3. The Current Situation 

Israel now has control of significantly more land mass and reigns over one million Arabs in the                 

newly conquered territories. Their military overconfidence is frightening for many, not only those             

living within their borders. Israel is currently enjoying a state of domestic and military triumph,               

and the surrounding Arab-dominant countries are itching for revenge and the return of their              

homeland. It is up to this body to mediate the dispute and do whatever is necessary to spread                  

peace and security to the people of the Middle East. While the world superpowers are               
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preoccupied with Vietnam, it is more important than ever to make sure the status of the Middle                 

East is not an afterthought, but instead, a priority. 
1.3.1. Egyptian, Syrian, and Jordanian Unrest 

The countries affected by the Israeli aggression in the Six-Day War are deeply disturbed and               

vengeance could be looming. Citizens are protesting in their respective capitals and many want              

their old homeland returned to them immediately.  

 

The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) has rose to recognition amongst the protests and             

has gained a lot of influence within the surrounding Arab nations. The PLO’s mission is to, quite                 

literally, liberate Palestine from the Israelis through armed struggle and often terrorist attacks on              

civilians. 

 

The Arab Summit in September 1967 was one of shame. In defeat and frustration, they               

released the following statement: “No peace, no recognition and no negotiation with Israel.” 

 

Protests over President Nasser’s resignation led to his reinstatement shortly after his initial             

resignation address. Additional protests in Egypt, Jordan, and Syria led to Jewish persecution             

and the burnings of many synagogues. Jews in these countries fled to Europe or Israel to avoid                 

arrest and murder. The humanitarian crimes in these areas are not to be overlooked. 

 

It is a difficult time and these the actions of the neighboring Arab nations (military or otherwise)                 

are seemingly unpredictable. 
 

1.3.2. UNSC Resolution 242 

The United Nations Security Council met recently on November 22, 1967 to discuss and act on                

the Middle Eastern land disputes. Britain had introduced the passing resolution (Res. 242),             

which stated that Israel must do two things: 

 

1. Withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the recent conflict 

2. Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and acknowledgment             

of the sovereignty, territorial integrity, and political independence of every State in the             
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area and their right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from               

threats or acts of force 

 

 

The resolution passed unanimously with China, France, United States, Great Britain, Soviet            

Union, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Ethiopia, India, Japan, Mali, and Nigeria            

all present and voting. Syria has denounced this resolution and as of today, March 15 1968,                

Israel has yet to act or respond to the resolution. 

 

With the Arab State focused on a “no peace” policy, and the Israeli government yet to respond                 

to this body’s resolution, there is certainly still work to be done on behalf of the UN Security                  

Council. 
 

1.4. Bloc Positions 

Resolution 242 proved that nations all over the world want to see this conflict be resolved                

quickly and peacefully. The main mission of this body is to deal with the pressing matter in the                  

Middle East efficiently in order to focus more time and resources on the bloody war in Southeast                 

Asia along with many other pressing global crises. 

 

1.4.1. Soviet Union 

The Soviets face a unique situation with the conflict, as the USSR instigated the Six-Day War by                 

reporting false Israeli troop activity to Egypt and by arming the Arab states. The Soviet Union                

has many trade interests with the Arab nations involved, so they would focus on facilitating               

peace and restoring order, so they can support their stake in the war in Southeast Asia. 
 

1.4.2. Pakistan 

Pakistan sits as the only Islamic nation in the Security Council, so its interests lie with those of                  

Egypt, Jordan, and Syria. Meanwhile, two years after the India-Pakistan War, its forces are              

thinned and its money is tight. With domestic problems occurring, Pakistan might push for a               

solution sooner rather than later, without disappointing their Arab allies. 
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1.4.3. Non-Affiliates 

Unless the countries have partnerships (trade or otherwise) with the affected parties in the              

Middle Eastern conflict, Nations involved with the war in Southeast Asia may follow suit with               

many of their allies and war partners on this issue. Trade interests, and demographic makeup               

(large populations of Jews vs. large populations of Muslims), may also drive actions at the               

debate table if put in the unfortunate position to pick sides. 
 

1.5. Discussion Questions 

1. With all of the surrounding Arab nations adopting a policy of “no peace,” how can the                

UNSC entice these nations to come to the negotiating table? 

2. What can the UNSC learn from all of the land partitioning plans that have failed in the                 

past? Is a land partition the best route for peace? 

3. Is a two-state solution an option given the tensions that have built up for decades and                

the political rhetoric from both sides? 

4. Should this body deal with the humanitarian crimes being committed against the Jewish             

people by the Arab nations or will that facilitate even more international insubordination             

on behalf of the Arabs? 

5. How can the UNSC hold both sides accountable to a deal, if one is even plausible? 
 

1.6. Key Terms 

● First Israeli-Arab War 

● Sinai Peninsula 

● Gaza Strip 

● West Bank 

● Golan Heights 

● Suez Crisis of 1956 

● Straits of Tiran 
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● United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) 

● Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) 

● UNSC Resolution 242 
 

1.7. References 

● http://sixdaywar.org/index.asp 

● https://emetnews.org 

● https://unispal.un.org/DPA/DPR/unispal.nsf/0/7D35E1F729DF491C85256EE700686136 

● https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org 

● http://www.un.org/Depts/dpi/palestine/ch3.pdf 

● http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/war/just/preemptive.shtml 

● https://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/modern-world-history-1918-to-1980/the-middle-east

-1917-to-1973/the-six-day-war/ 

 

 

2. Topic 2 - International Safeguards for Non-Nuclear       

States 

2.1. Executive Summary 

As the Cold War continues its promise of distress amongst the nations of the world, more and                 

more fear the end: nuclear destruction on a level the world has never seen before. Already, a                 

huge majority in the UNGA is in favor of the idea of the end of production and existence to                   

weapons of mass destruction. However, to what extent that the UN should conduct their affairs               

in nuclear non-proliferation and the defense of those without world-ending bombs?  1

 

1 http://www.crf-usa.org/america-responds-to-terrorism/united-nations-fifty-years 
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2.2. History of the Topic 

In order to protect themselves against Nazi Germany, the Allied Powers began conducting             

research on a potential superweapon that could grant them victory — the nuclear bomb.              

However, they did so on separate terms that        

would dictate the political positions that each       

would take in the near future. The largest        

research project in the US, the Manhattan       

Project, was done in cooperation with Great       

Britain and Canada but excluded the Soviet       

Union for fear that they were not advanced        

enough to keep such a project away from        

German Spies. More realistically, this was      

done due to a fear of the Soviet Union’s         

power in giving them information about a weapon of this scale.  2

Nevertheless, the Soviet Union already had tabs on the project from the get-go. Spies within the                

otherwise well-hidden Manhattan Project made sure the USSR knew every development that            

went on, setting the precedent of how any inch of scientific and technological development              

would be discovered during the Cold War.  3

 

Despite the scales of world dominance falling heavily towards the Western Powers after the              

Manhattan Project was made public, everyone understood the heavy implications that the            

hydrogen bombs made: if two major metropolitan areas in one of the pillars of the terrifying Axis                 

Powers could be extinguished instantly, what did it mean for everyone else? 

 

This induced such a panic that immediately after the formation of the United Nations, the first                

resolution the General Assembly adopted was the formation of the precedent to the             

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the UN Atomic Energy Commission (UNAEC).           

During the 2nd meeting of the commission, the Baruch Plan was presented by the US in which                 

the US would destroy all of their nuclear arsenal in exchange for all nations to pledge to not                  

create such weapons and to be subjected to an inspection on a timely basis. While passed by                 

2 Bomb from the Manhattan Project 
3 https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/the-soviets-secret-map-of-seattle-tells-a-lot-about-us/ 
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the commission itself, the Soviet Union still abstained the plan in the Security Council, not               

trusting the Western Powers to fairly deliver while the US bloc still held an overwhelming               

advantage over themselves (At this time, the US still had monopoly over nuclear production). 

Unfortunately, even with this attempt, both the US, and then the Soviet Union launched nuclear               

bomb tests within 5 years of the UN coming into existence. 
 

2.2.1. Cold War Era 

With more nations starting up their own       

nuclear production, more nations lived     

in fear that they would be the first victim         

of an impending nuclear war. Propelled      

by this fear, the US guided those with        

its similar ideology towards the North      

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)    

and vowed to fire upon those who fired        

upon one of their own (a collective       

defense treaty, much like the alliance      

system that incited WW1). The Soviet      

Union responded in kind with the      

Warsaw Pact 6 years later, all the while        

building up their own sphere of      

influence.  4

 

A concept that some believed to have stopped the Cold War from becoming actively deadly is                

the mutually assured destruction (MAD) theory that theoretically prevented any form of nuclear             

warfare. To throw support behind this stance, a neutral bloc known as the Non-Aligned              

Movement lead by India, Indonesia, Ghana, Egypt, and Yugoslavia was created to establish a              5

middle ground between the Eastern and Western blocs.  

  

4 The shade of color refers to the power in which they are aligned; blue is NATO, red is Warsaw Pact 
5 https://www.seeker.com/which-countries-stayed-neutral-during-the-cold-war-2028789203.html 
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All the while, both private and public figures were calling for nuclear non-proliferation. The              

Russell-Einstein Manifesto underlined the public interest in the subject, calling for a conference             

that evaluates the danger of atomic weapons in terms of the survival of humanity. The Antarctic                

Treaty bans nuclear tests within its resolution, not wishing for a public area to fall under the                 

tragedy of the commons via atomic testing. Atoms for Peace, perhaps the largest single push a                

country has made towards nuclear cooperation was invoked by the US President Dwight             

Eisenhower in aiding smaller nations towards understanding nuclear power through actively           

giving research regarding nuclear reactors to countries in South America and Asia.   6

 

But what is more evident than what has been done is what hasn’t been done for the sake of                   

nuclear non-proliferation. Due to the nature of the security council’s veto power, the UN is in a                 

hapless situation where nothing can be done due to the butting heads of the Soviet Union and                 

the US. For humanity’s best interest, a multilateral solution needs to be made towards any               

direction, for a direction is better than no direction. 
 

2.3. Current Situation 

With the Vietnam War currently underway, the Cold War’s divisions could not be clearer.              

Ideological struggle between the two types of governments, as well as the increase of research               

into nuclear weapons by the P5, merely strained already fragile diplomatic bonds. The P5 are               

the only ones in the world who have nuclear weapons, putting other nations at a disadvantage.                

Current defenses for non-P5    

nations are virtually nonexistent,    

with the web of political and      

economic relinquishment directing   

their path towards not becoming     

the first victim. Non-P5 nations will      

need to recognize their country’s     

inherent political stance in the cold      

war and the extent that they will       

protect themselves from   

6 Other events to note were Irish Resolution 1665 (negotiations to prevent the spread of nuclear 
weapons), the Geneva Summit 1955, and the 18 Nation Disarmament Committee. 
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international forces. Already, the threat of nuclear action has already taken place in the              

Indo-Pakistani War that occured just 3 years prior. China, an ally of Pakistan who had               

conducted a nuclear test just a year ago, was mentioned in an implied threat by Pakistan to                 

bomb India which thankfully never happened.  7

 

Currently, the support for a non-proliferation treaty is universally held, but the defenses that              8

non-P5 nations that will be granted will depend upon the delegates’ performance during this              

conference. 
 

2.4. Bloc Positions 

2.4.1. NATO Bloc 

A staunch opponent of the Warsaw Pact Bloc, this bloc’s members has most likely has nuclear                

weapons within their possession or is under the patronage of one of the NATO P5 and has been                  

given provisional weaponry to utilize. The goal of this bloc is to defend against the Warsaw Pact                 

bloc exerting influence or advantage over the world. 
 

2.4.2. Warsaw Pact Bloc 

Much like the NATO bloc’s position, this bloc’s members either has nuclear possession or is               

under the patronage and given defense/retaliation against any attack. The goal of this bloc is to                

defend against the NATO bloc exerting more influence or advantage over the world. 
 

2.4.3. Non-Aligned 

Because of the lack of a proxy defense against nuclear attacks, the countries who are currently                

neutral may be pressured by either side into conforming to their influence. The delegate’s home               

government is also at risk of becoming influenced by a larger nation in order to get a foothold in                   

the nuclear arms race. However, the delegate must consider the fallout within their home nation               

should they go against what the people want. Consider economic, political, social, and religious              

7 https://www.tes.com/lessons/FtK4DZnGaYpb0A/july-of-1968 
8 https://www.armscontrol.org/taxonomy/term/137 
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internal factors within your state. This decision may also affect the future of the nation’s               

alliances towards larger nations. 
 

2.5. Discussion Questions 

- How should the atomic playing field be leveled? 

- Equally? 

- Equitably? 

- Not at all? 

- How do we ensure that nuclear non-proliferation will be maintained? 

- How do we aid/stop other nations from distributing nuclear weapons? 

- Can nuclear tests ever be “peaceful”? 

- Is the alliance between your nation and a major player in the cold war strong enough to                 

warrant loyalty towards that major player? 

- How should the UNSC deal with nations who are suspected to have nuclear weapons? 

- Should the “patronage” system of nuclear weaponry be changed? If so, how? 

- What are other defenses that can be set up to deter nuclear war? 
 

2.6. Key Terms 

● Warsaw Pact 

● North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

● Collective Defense Treaty 

● Nuclear Non-Proliferation 

● Baruch Plan 

● Vertical Proliferation 

● Horizontal Proliferation 

● Russell-Einstein Manifesto 

● UN Atomic Energy Commission 

● International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
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2.7. References 

● http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/non-proliferation/saf

eguards-to-prevent-nuclear-proliferation.aspx 

● https://lagunita.stanford.edu/asset-v1:Engineering+NuclearBrink+Fall2016+type@asset+

block/Nuclear_Weapons_and_the_Escalation_of_the_Cold_War.pdf) 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPmUzIRUO10 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuR4TojNwnA 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swUA33FGXZU 

● http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2017/ph241/kogan1/ 

● https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/arms-race 

● http://www.icanw.org/the-facts/the-nuclear-age/ 

● http://www.americanforeignrelations.com/O-W/Science-and-Technology-World-war-ii-an

d-the-early-cold-war.html 

● https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/16/list-of-countries-with-nuclear-weapons.html 

● https://www.ploughshares.org/world-nuclear-stockpile-report 

● https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/Timeline-of-the-Treaty-on-the-Non-Proliferation-o

f-Nuclear-Weapons-NPT 
 

 

 

3. Topic 3 - International Protocol for Decolonization 
3.1. Executive Summary 
Despite it being more than two decades since the end of World War II, there are still many                  

regions of the world seeking stability, and even independence. With the Prague Spring, the              

Vietnam War, and rising tensions in the Middle East, the Security Council has an array of bases                 

to cover, especially as international leaders further the debate surrounding recognition,           

dissolution, and decolonization. “They shot up like lava!” is a famous line provided by former               

French colonial administrator, Robert Delavignette, when asked to describe the emerging           

nation-states from previous European empires. Though an empire has historically been one of             
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the most popular ways to politically organize people, the defeat of Nazi Germany discredited the               

once invincible political structure. 
 

 

3.2. Historical Background 
In the years following World War II, the speed with which many empires disassembled was               

striking. The outbreak of World War II substantiated the vulnerability of colonial powers and              

white supremacy. While the United States and Europe struggled to rebuild and reclaim all they               

had lost, widespread civil unrest weakened the colonial system, and decolonization became a             

global phenomenon. Over the course of two decades, the world changed not only quickly, but               

also unapologetically. The international community sought a brighter, more peaceful future, and            

many steps were taken to pioneer the journey. 

 

3.2.1. The Major Movements 

The emergence of international bodies characterized the later half of the 1940s, and it all began                

with the institution of the United Nations in 1945. The General Assembly, the Security Council,               

various specialized bodies, as well as a bureaucracy headed by the Secretary-General, were             

the premier functioning parts of the United Nations. Four years after the inception of the United                

Nations, 12 nations founded the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): Belgium, Canada,            

Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United           

Kingdom, and the United States. The establishment of this organization signified an            

intergovernmental military alliance between North American and European member states.          

While Soviet leaders grew increasingly suspicious of the western countries and their            

commitment to NATO, Western leaders viewed the Soviet Union as having the capacity to              

spearhead a global political revolution. As the divide between East and West widened, the              

United Nations provided a means for face-to-face debate that would last for decades.  

 

The 1940s also marked the creation of new international monetary systems. Western capitalist             

countries designed a system that used supply and demand to determine market prices, and              

included exchange rates, an International Monetary Fund, and a World Bank. In stark contrast              

to Western methods, the Soviet Union established a closed monetary system. Rather than using              

supply and demand to determine prices, the State set prices and allocated goods for itself and                
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the communist states of Eastern Europe. In the beginning, both sides saw economic prosperity              

despite their differences in ideology. In fact, the American economy flourished to such an extent               

that the United States had the means to aid the recovery of Western Europe. Enacted in 1948,                 

the Marshall Plan provided over $12 billion in assistance to Western European economies. This              

led to an overall increase in Western European governments’ roles in economic management.             

As time went on, the West quickly regained its strength, while the East struggled to maintain                

such high levels of production. The opposing economic ideologies of capitalism and            

communism, in many senses, fueled the Cold War.  

 

Between 1945 and 1960, thirty new states in Africa and Asia received autonomy or              

independence from European colonial powers. The United States started this trend by granting             

the Philippines their independence in 1946; the next year, the United Kingdom left India. After               

just four years of combat, the Dutch pulled out of the East Indies in 1949. The French, however,                  

would not accept defeat so easily. It was not until 1954 that the French finally retreated from                 

Vietnam. In less than ten years, resistance to colonial rule had not only become a popular trend,                 

but also a successful one. The harsh impacts of WWII on some of the world’s greatest powers                 

can account for the growing success of colonial resistance. The war weakened Great Britain              

and drained its wealth, while France was defeated and its colonial empire overrun. Because the               

new era superpowers—the Soviet Union and the United States—condemned colonial rule,           

colonial powers took to investing resources into the development of their own states. However,              

the reason for expedited rates of decolonization reaches far beyond the vulnerability of colonial              

rulers. The metropolitan populations of many European cities began to question the implications             

of colonial empires in a postwar era, not only from an economic standpoint, but from social and                 

political ones as well. Colonial troops fought alongside the Allies in order to protect the world                

from Nazi imperialism despite being victims of imperialism themselves. 
 

3.2.2. International Response 

In 1960, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to              

Colonial Countries and Peoples, also known as the Declaration on Decolonization. It states that              

all people have a right to self-determination. Resolution 1514 not only condemns colonialism,             

but also calls for its unconditional end. Eighty-nine countries voted in favor of the resolution,               

none voted against, and nine countries abstained: Australia, Belgium, Dominican Republic,           

France, Portugal, Spain, Union of South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Two               
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years later, in 1962, the General Assembly established the Special Committee on            

Decolonization to monitor the implementation of the previous declaration, and to make future             

recommendations on similar matters. The committee annually reviews the list of territories to             

which the Declaration is applicable and makes recommendations concerning the dissemination           

of information to mobilize public opinion in support of the decolonization process. 
 

3.2.3. Beyond Europe 

Soviet and American occupation zones led to the establishment of a communist North Korea              

and a non-communist South Korea in 1948. Shortly thereafter, North Korea invaded South             

Korea, which marked the beginning of the Korean War; while the United States sent aid to                

South Korea, Chinese troops backed the north. Though there has been no active combat from               

either side since 1953, a peace treaty has not yet been signed. China continues to be deeply                 

involved in Cold War politics, but has shown signs of divergence from Soviet practices. Mao               

Zedong, China’s communist leader, introduced his own radical policies in 1966 with the Cultural              

Revolution, and has since distanced his leadership style from that of the Soviet Union. China’s               

“breakup” with the Soviet Union has left China-U.S. relations in an interesting place.  

 

Across the African continent, hardship and struggle characterized the fight for independence.            

One of the most violent struggles was that of         

Algeria, which began with a revolt against the        

French government in 1954. Brutality was met on        

both sides until French troops eventually withdrew       

from Algeria in 1962. Although there have been        

many wars of independence during this time       

period, new states continue to suffer even without        

war. Arbitrarily drawn borders, overdependence on      

export crops, lack of national road and railroad        

networks, and overpopulation are just some of the        

many complex issues that must be addressed. The decolonization of Africa has also worsened              

the deeply-rooted racial tensions between indigenous Africans and those of European descent,            

as each side attempts to retain control of resources and political power. 
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3.3. Current Situation 
Though the majority of the world has been freed from colonialism, many nation states              

experience the harsh aftermath of rapid decolonization on a daily basis. The governments of              

these states must make a variety of weighty decisions in the coming years that will greatly                

impact the future of their nation. In the beginning stages of the decolonization process, many               

emerging African and Asian nations attempted to stray away from the Cold War’s East-West              

dichotomy that still dominates most political paradigms. However, with Cold War politics            

heightening tensions among world leaders, the struggles of a new nation skyrocket as many              

must decide between aligning with the East or the West.  
 
3.3.1. Challenges of Nation Building 

The first order of business upon declaring independence from colonial rule is establishing a form               

of government. However, severe economic challenges make doing so an even greater obstacle             

for new nations, which pushes Asian and African leaders to place their relationship with the               

former colonial power in question. Leaders must decide whether or not continued economic and              

political interaction with former colonizers will threaten the autonomy of their newborn nation. On              

the one hand, the inability to dismantle the internal political structures built by European colonial               

regimes could lead to regional and ethnic-based competition, which would hinder movements            

toward national unity. On the other hand, most new nations cannot practice autonomy without              

fueling total instability. This creates a dangerous cycle of neocolonialism; the lack of a national               

identity allows former colonial powers to intervene in domestic affairs and maintain their sphere              

of influence. Because this type of relationship benefits politicians and the middle class rather              

than the national majority, efforts toward national unity are further undermined. Cash crops in              

Ghana exemplify the perilous    

effects of neocolonialism. While    

under European rule, colonial    

powers forced people to grow     

cash crops. Even after    

independence in 1957, cash    

crops dominated Ghana’s   

economy, which perpetuated the    

vulnerability of farmers to the     
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volatile global market. Essentially, a drop in world prices has the potential to create widespread               

political instability. Earlier this decade, that is exactly what occurred in Ghana; the price of cocoa                

collapsed, and Prime Minister Kwame Nkrumah’s career quickly followed. In short, neocolonial            

practices maintain the economic and political instability of the world’s most vulnerable nations. It              

is only a matter of time before the consequences magnify, and the deposition of a political figure                 

escalates to a full-fledged civil war.  

 

Education also plays an important role in the process of nation building. In terms of achieving                

national unity, education has the power to either make or break a sense of nationalism. The                

government must decide upon an official language in which to teach the curriculum, as well as                

the other languages that may be taught within the school. In regions with significant language               

diversity, this can be a consequential task. Consider the following chart, which outlines some of               

the languages spoken across Southeast Asia and the corresponding number of speakers.  

 

For the language minorities of a country, language barriers within the education system have              

the potential to drastically alter their future since access to an education can significantly              

improve one’s quality of life. In 1948, linguistic rights became an international human right in the                

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Almost two decades later in 1966, Office of the High               

Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) ratified the International Covenant on Civil and            

Political Rights. Article 27 of this document ensures that linguistic minorities can use their own               

languages in their community. With so many diverse minority groups across the globe,             

specifically in Asia and Africa, it is imperative that the rights of language minorities are not                

overlooked as nations continue to be built. 
 

3.4. Bloc Positions 
3.4.1. Western Europe / NATO 

Of the Western colonial powers, the United States has generally supported the concept of              

national self-determination since the end of World War II. However, its alliance with European              

colonial powers has complicated its position since 1945. As the Cold War has progressed, the               

United States has shifted its focus from decolonization efforts to European economic            

reconstruction with the hope of hindering communist expansion in the West. In doing so,              

Western Europe received the necessary aid for postwar reconstruction, and millions of refugees             
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have been given a second chance at rebuilding their livelihoods. While many displaced persons              

could return to their homeland, some were not as fortunate. Regardless of location, refugees              

served as the backbone of economic development in Europe despite the many hardships that              

came along with assimilation into society. The West can be considered a model for postwar               

reconstruction, especially for countries that struggle with economic instability. However, the           

looming presence of the Soviet Union and the precarious state of the world’s newest nations               

add unforeseen intricacies to the rebuilding process. 
 

3.4.2. Eastern Europe / Warsaw Pact 

Eastern European nations cover the other side of the coin in the dichotomy of Cold War politics.                 

Immediately following World War II, the Soviet Union and its allies reached milestones in              

postwar reconstruction as impressively as the West. The successful reintegration of displaced            

persons contributed to increased rates of production, which greatly stimulated the region’s            

economies. However, the East failed to maintain such economic prosperity. The Soviet Union             

and its fellow communist states use a monetary system that encourages homogeneity, which is              

also the foundation of their social and political ideologies. With viewpoints so drastically different              

from each other, both direct and indirect conflicts continue to heighten the tensions between the               

Warsaw Pact and NATO. Although the members of this bloc reside under the watchful eye of                

the international community, the power of national sovereignty remains. 
 

3.4.3. Newly Independent 

The colonies of Southeast Asia were among the first to demand their independence from              

European powers. The influence and support from the United States and the Soviet Union              

strengthened the decolonization process. The decolonization of Asia took place primarily           

between the years of 1945 and 1960, yet many newly independent territories continue to be               

ravaged by internal conflict and instability even in 1968. Meanwhile, nationalism is spreading             

across the African states, yet it faces many obstacles. Though these newly-formed countries             

fought long and hard for independence; they are not experienced enough to successfully             

manage domestic, as well as international affairs. These conditions pave the way to civil wars,               

poverty, and a constant changing of power. 
 

3.5. Discussion Questions 
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1. What can emerging nations do to maintain stability within their borders? 

2. Is it the responsibility of former colonial powers to help in establishing this stability? 

3. How can the Security Council intervene in these matters without creating more            

upheaval? 

4. What measures should be put in place to ensure the long-term development of newly              

formed nations? 

5. How will other international concerns, such as the Vietnam War and conflict in the Middle               

East, affect the actions taken surrounding this topic? 
 

3.6. Key Terms 
● Colonialism 

● Decolonization 

● Neocolonialism  

● Imperialism 

● Communism 

● Warsaw Pact 

● Capitalism 

● North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

● Self-determination 

● Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) 
 

3.7. Resources 
● https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.1163/j.ctt1w8h2zm.5.pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A64d5

41f1431df77a810c1237dc8df328 

● http://exhibitions.nypl.org/africanaage/essay-challenge-of-decolonization-africa.html 

● https://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/asia-and-africa 
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